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Most textbooks that deal with the power analysis of electrical engineering power
systems focus on generation or distribution systems. Filling a gap in the
literature, Modern Power System Analysis, Second Edition introduces readers to
electric power systems, with an emphasis on key topics in modern power
transmission engineering. Throughout, the book familiarizes readers with
concepts and issues relevant to the power utility industry. A Classroom-Tested
Power Engineering Text That Focuses on Power Transmission Drawing on the
author’s industry experience and more than 42 years teaching courses in
electrical machines and electric power engineering, this book explains the
material clearly and in sufficient detail, supported by extensive numerical
examples and illustrations. New terms are defined when they are first introduced,
and a wealth of end-of-chapter problems reinforce the information presented in
each chapter. Topics covered include: Power system planning Transmission line
parameters and the steady-state performance of transmission lines Disturbance
of system components Symmetrical components and sequence impedances
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Analysis of balanced and unbalanced faults—including shunt, series, and
simultaneous faults Transmission line protection Load-flow analysis Designed for
senior undergraduate and graduate students as a two-semester or condensed
one-semester text, this classroom-tested book can also be used for self-study. In
addition, the detailed explanations and useful appendices make this updated
second edition a handy reference for practicing power engineers in the electrical
power utility industry. What’s New in This Edition 35 percent new material
Updated and expanded material throughout Topics on transmission line structure
and equipment Coverage of overhead and underground power transmission
Expanded discussion and examples on power flow and substation design
Extended impedance tables and expanded coverage of per unit systems in the
appendices New appendix containing additional solved problems using
MATLAB® New glossary of modern power system analysis terminology
Although many textbooks deal with a broad range of topics in the power system
area of electrical engineering, few are written specifically for an in-depth study of
modern electric power transmission. Drawing from the author’s 31 years of
teaching and power industry experience, in the U.S. and abroad, Electrical Power
Transmission System Engineering: Analysis and Design, Second Edition
provides a wide-ranging exploration of modern power transmission engineering.
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This self-contained text includes ample numerical examples and problems, and
makes a special effort to familiarize readers with vocabulary and symbols used in
the industry. Provides essential impedance tables and templates for placing and
locating structures Divided into two sections—electrical and mechanical design
and analysis—this book covers a broad spectrum of topics. These range from
transmission system planning and in-depth analysis of balanced and unbalanced
faults, to construction of overhead lines and factors affecting transmission line
route selection. The text includes three new chapters and numerous additional
sections dealing with new topics, and it also reviews methods for allocating
transmission line fixed charges among joint users. Uniquely comprehensive, and
written as a self-tutorial for practicing engineers or students, this book covers
electrical and mechanical design with equal detail. It supplies everything required
for a solid understanding of transmission system engineering.
Covering the fundamental theory of electric power transformers, this book
provides the background required to understand the basic operation of
electromagnetic induction as applied to transformers. The book is divided into
three fundamental groupings: one stand-alone chapter is devoted to Theory and
Principles, nine chapters individually treat majo
This is a book for engineers involved with the mechanical design of electrical
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transmission systems. It includes a review of transmission system engineering
and the basics of analysis, and then goes on to cover in detail topics such as the
construction of overhead lines, structural supports, insulation requirements,
vibration, sag and tension analysis, right-of-way planning and methods of locating
structures and underground cables. Also included is material about cost analysis
methods and techniques which are unique to transmission line design where
fixed costs are shared among joint users. In addition to this the development of
system reliability reporting to conform to standard requirements is covered, along
with a modern, comprehensive treatment of the design aspects of electrical
power systems. New topics of importance, such as fault analysis, system
protection, line balancing and economic analysis are contained, with a brief
review of analytical techniques which are pre-requisites to designing a system or
component.
Chapter 1: System Studies -- Chapter 2: Drawings and Diagrams -- Chapter 3:
Substation Layouts -- Chapter 4: Substation Auxiliary Power Supplies -- Chapter
5: Current and Voltage Transformers -- Chapter 6: Insulators -- Chapter 7:
Substation Building Services -- Chapter 8: Earthing and Bonding -- Chapter 9:
Insulation Co-ordination -- Chapter 10: Relay Protection -- Chapter 11: Fuses and
Miniature Circuit Breakers -- Chapter 12: Cables -- Chapter 13: Switchgear -Page 4/25
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Chapter 14: Power Transformers -- Chapter 15: Substation and Overhead Line
Foundations -- Chapter 16: Overhead Line Routing -- Chapter 17: Structures,
Towers and Poles -- Chapter 18: Overhead Line Conductor and Technical
Specifications -- Chapter 19: Testing and Commissioning -- Chapter 20:
Electromagnetic Compatibility -- Chapter 21: Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition -- Chapter 22: Project Management -- Chapter 23: Distribution
Planning -- Chapter 24: Power Quality- Harmonics in Power Systems -- Chapter
25: Power Qual ...
Electric Power Distribution EngineeringCRC Press
Of the "big three" components of electrical infrastructure, distribution typically
gets the least attention. In fact, a thorough, up-to-date treatment of the subject
hasn’t been published in years, yet deregulation and technical changes have
increased the need for better information. Filling this void, the Electric Power
Distribution Handbook delivers comprehensive, cutting-edge coverage of the
electrical aspects of power distribution systems. The first few chapters of this
pragmatic guidebook focus on equipment-oriented information and applications
such as choosing transformer connections, sizing and placing capacitors, and
setting regulators. The middle portion discusses reliability and power quality,
while the end tackles lightning protection, grounding, and safety. The Second
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Edition of this CHOICE Award winner features: 1 new chapter on overhead line
performance and 14 fully revised chapters incorporating updates from several
EPRI projects New sections on voltage optimization, arc flash, and contact
voltage Full-color illustrations throughout, plus fresh bibliographic references,
tables, graphs, methods, and statistics Updates on conductor burndown, fault
location, reliability programs, tree contacts, automation, and grounding and
personnel protection Access to an author-maintained support website,
distributionhandbook.com, with problems sets, resources, and online apps An
unparalleled source of tips and solutions for improving performance, the Electric
Power Distribution Handbook, Second Edition provides power and utility
engineers with the technical information and practical tools they need to
understand the applied science of distribution.
Providing more than twice the content of the original edition, this new edition is
the premier source on the selection, development, and provision of safe, highquality, and cost-effective electric utility distribution systems, and it promises vast
improvements in system reliability and layout by spanning every aspect of system
planning including load forecasting, scheduling, performance, and economics.
Responding to the evolving needs of electric utilities, Power Distribution Planning
Reference Book presents an abundance of real-world examples, procedural and
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managerial issues, and engineering and analytical methodologies that are crucial
to efficient and enhanced system performance.
This new edition of Industrial Power Distribution addresses key areas of electric
power distribution from an end-user perspective, which will serve industry
professionals and students develop the necessary skills for the power
engineering field. Expanded treatment of one-line diagrams, the per-unit system,
complex power, transformer connections, and motor applications New topics in
this edition include lighting systems and arc flash hazard Concept of AC Power is
developed step by step from the basic definition of power Fourier analysis is
described in a graphical sense End-of-chapter exercises If you are an instructor
and adopted this book for your course, please email ieeeproposals@wiley.com to
get access to the instructor files for this book.
Featuring contributions from worldwide leaders in the field, the carefully crafted
Electric Power Generation, Transmission, and Distribution, Third Edition (part of
the five-volume set, The Electric Power Engineering Handbook) provides
convenient access to detailed information on a diverse array of power
engineering topics. Updates to nearly every chapter keep this book at the
forefront of developments in modern power systems, reflecting international
standards, practices, and technologies. Topics covered include: Electric power
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generation: nonconventional methods Electric power generation: conventional
methods Transmission system Distribution systems Electric power utilization
Power quality L.L. Grigsby, a respected and accomplished authority in power
engineering, and section editors Saifur Rahman, Rama Ramakumar, George
Karady, Bill Kersting, Andrew Hanson, and Mark Halpin present substantially new
and revised material, giving readers up-to-date information on core areas. These
include advanced energy technologies, distributed utilities, load characterization
and modeling, and power quality issues such as power system harmonics,
voltage sags, and power quality monitoring. With six new and 16 fully revised
chapters, the book supplies a high level of detail and, more importantly, a tutorial
style of writing and use of photographs and graphics to help the reader
understand the material. New chapters cover: Water Transmission Line
Reliability Methods High Voltage Direct Current Transmission System Advanced
Technology High-Temperature Conduction Distribution Short-Circuit Protection
Linear Electric Motors A volume in the Electric Power Engineering Handbook,
Third Edition. Other volumes in the set: K12648 Power Systems, Third Edition
(ISBN: 9781439856338) K13917 Power System Stability and Control, Third
Edition (ISBN: 9781439883204) K12650 Electric Power Substations Engineering,
Third Edition (ISBN: 9781439856383) K12643 Electric Power Transformer
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Engineering, Third Edition (ISBN: 9781439856291)
A quick scan of any bookstore, library, or online bookseller will produce a
multitude of books covering power systems. However, few, if any, are totally
devoted to power distribution engineering, and none of them are true textbooks.
Filling this vacuum in the power system engineering literature, Electric Power
Distribution System Engineering broke new ground. Written in the classic, selflearning style of the original, Electric Power Distribution Engineering, Third
Edition is updated and expanded with: Over 180 detailed numerical examples
More than 170 end-of-chapter problems New MATLAB® applications The Third
Edition also features new chapters on: Distributed generation Renewable energy
(e.g., wind and solar energies) Modern energy storage systems Smart grids and
their applications Designed specifically for junior- or senior-level electrical
engineering courses, the book covers all aspects of distribution engineering from
basic system planning and concepts through distribution system protection and
reliability. Drawing on decades of experience to provide a text that is as attractive
to students as it is useful to professors and practicing engineers, the author
demonstrates how to design, analyze, and perform modern distribution system
engineering. He takes special care to cover industry terms and symbols,
providing a glossary and clearly defining each term when it is introduced. The
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discussion of distribution planning and design considerations goes beyond the
usual analytical and qualitative analysis to emphasize the economical explication
and overall impact of the distribution design considerations discussed.
Electrical Power Transmission System Engineering: Analysis and Design is
devoted to the exploration and explanation of modern power transmission
engineering theory and practice. Designed for senior-level undergraduate and
beginning-level graduate students, the book serves as a text for a two-semester
course or, by judicious selection, the material may be condensed into one
semester. Written to promote hands-on self-study, it also makes an ideal
reference for practicing engineers in the electric power utility industry. Basic
material is explained carefully, clearly, and in detail, with multiple examples. Each
new term is defined as it is introduced. Ample equations and homework problems
reinforce the information presented in each chapter. A special effort is made to
familiarize the reader with the vocabulary and symbols used by the industry.
Plus, the addition of numerous impedance tables for overhead lines,
transformers, and underground cables makes the text self-contained. The Third
Edition is not only up to date with the latest advancements in electrical power
transmission system engineering, but also: Provides a detailed discussion of
flexible alternating current (AC) transmission systems Offers expanded coverage
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of the structures, equipment, and environmental impacts of transmission lines
Features additional examples of shunt fault analysis using MATLAB® Also
included is a review of the methods for allocating transmission line fixed charges
among joint users, new trends and regulations in transmission line construction, a
guide to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) electric
transmission facilities permit process and Order No. 1000, and an extensive
glossary of transmission system engineering terminology. Covering the electrical
and mechanical aspects of the field with equal detail, Electrical Power
Transmission System Engineering: Analysis and Design, Third Edition supplies a
solid understanding of transmission system engineering today.
A practical, hands-on approach to power distribution system reliability As power
distribution systems age, the frequency and duration of consumer interruptions
will increase significantly. Now more than ever, it is crucial for students and
professionals in the electrical power industries to have a solid understanding of
designing the reliable and cost-effective utility, industrial, and commercial power
distribution systems needed to maintain life activities (e.g., computers, lighting,
heating, cooling, etc.). This books fills the void in the literature by providing
readers with everything they need to know to make the best design decisions for
new and existing power distribution systems, as well as to make quantitative
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"cost vs. reliability" trade-off studies. Topical coverage includes: Engineering
economics Reliability analysis of complex network configurations Designing
reliability into industrial and commercial power systems Application of zone
branch reliability methodology Equipment outage statistics Deterministic planning
criteria Customer interruption for cost models for load-point reliability assessment
Isolation and restoration procedures And much more Each chapter begins with
an introduction and ends with a conclusion and a list of references for further
reading. Additionally, the book contains actual utility and industrial power system
design problems worked out with real examples, as well as additional problem
sets and their solutions. Power Distribution System Reliability is essential reading
for practicing engineers, researchers, technicians, and advanced undergraduate
and graduate students in electrical power industries.
« This book gives nonelectrical professionals a fundamental understanding of
large interconnected electrical power systems, better known as the «power grid,»
with regard of terminology, electrical concepts, design considerations,
construction practices, industry standards, control room operations for both
normal and emergency conditions, maintenance, consumption,
telecommunications and safety. The text begins with an overview of the
terminology and basic electrical concepts commonly used in the industry then it
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examines the generation, transmission and distribution of power. Other topics
discussed include energy management, conservation of electrical energy,
consumption characteristics and regulatory aspects to help readers understand
modern electric power systems. This second edition features : new sections on
renewable energy, regulatory changes, new measures to improve system
reliability, and smart technologies used in the power grid system; updated
practical examples, photographs, drawing, and illustrations to help the reader
gain a better understanding of the material; optional supplementary reading
sections within most chapters to elaborate on certain concepts by providing
additional detail or background. »-The use of electric power substations in generation, transmission, and
distribution remains one of the most challenging and exciting areas of electric
power engineering. Recent technological developments have had a tremendous
impact on all aspects of substation design and operation. With 80% of its
chapters completely revised and two brand-new chapters on energy storage and
Smart Grids, Electric Power Substations Engineering, Third Edition provides an
extensive updated overview of substations, serving as a reference and guide for
both industry and academia. Contributors have written each chapter with detailed
design information for electric power engineering professionals and other
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engineering professionals (e.g., mechanical, civil) who want an overview or
specific information on this challenging and important area. This book:
Emphasizes the practical application of the technology Includes extensive use of
graphics and photographs to visually convey the book’s concepts Provides
applicable IEEE industry standards in each chapter Is written by industry experts
who have an average of 25 to 30 years of industry experience Presents a new
chapter addressing the key role of the substation in Smart Grids Editor John
McDonald and this very impressive group of contributors cover all aspects of
substations, from the initial concept through design, automation, and operation.
The book’s chapters—which delve into physical and cyber-security,
commissioning, and energy storage—are written as tutorials and provide
references for further reading and study. As with the other volumes in the Electric
Power Engineering Handbook series, this book supplies a high level of detail
and, more importantly, a tutorial style of writing and use of photographs and
graphics to help the reader understand the material. Several chapter authors are
members of the IEEE Power & Energy Society (PES) Substations Committee
and are the actual experts who are developing the standards that govern all
aspects of substations. As a result, this book contains the most recent
technological developments in industry practice and standards. Watch John D.
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McDonald talk about his book A volume in the Electric Power Engineering
Handbook, Third Edition. Other volumes in the set: K12642 Electric Power
Generation, Transmission, and Distribution, Third Edition (ISBN:
9781439856284) K12648 Power Systems, Third Edition (ISBN: 9781439856338)
K13917 Power System Stability and Control, Third Edition (ISBN:
9781439883204) K12643 Electric Power Transformer Engineering, Third Edition
(ISBN: 9781439856291)
A quick scan of any bookstore, library, or online bookseller will produce a
multitude of books covering power systems. However, few, if any, are totally
devoted to power distribution engineering, and none of them are true textbooks.
Filling this vacuum in the power system engineering literature, the first edition of
Electric Power Distribution System Engineering broke new ground. Written in the
classic, self-learning style of the first edition, this second edition contains updated
coverage, new examples, and numerous examples of MATLAB applications.
Designed specifically for junior- or senior-level electrical engineering courses, the
author draws on his more than 31 years of experience to provide a text that is as
attractive to students as it is useful to professors and practicing engineers. The
book covers all aspects of distribution engineering from basic system planning
and concepts through distribution system protection and reliability. The author
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brings to the table years of experience and, using this as a foundation,
demonstrates how to design, analyze, and perform modern distribution system
engineering. He takes special care to cover industry terms and symbols,
providing a glossary and clearly defining each term when it is introduced. The
discussion of distribution planning and design considerations goes beyond the
usual analytical and qualitative analysis and emphasizes the economical
explication and overall impact of the distribution design considerations discussed.
See what’s new in the Second Edition: Topics such as automation of distribution
systems, advanced SCADA systems, computer applications, substation
grounding, lightning protection, and insulators Chapter on electric power quality
New examples and MATLAB applications Substation grounding Lightning
protection Insulators Expanded topics include: Load forecasting techniques Highimpedance faults A detailed review of distribution reliability indices Watch Turan
Gonen talk about his book at: http://youtu.be/OZBd2diBzgk
"Covering virtually all areas of distribution engineering, this complete reference
work examines the unique behavior of utilities and provides the practical
knowledge necessary to solve real-world distribution problems. "
Historians have different views on the core identity of analogue computing. Some
portray the technology solely as a precursor to digital computing, whereas others
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stress that analogue applications existed well after 1940. Even within
contemporary sources, there is a spectrum of understanding around what
constitutes analogue computing. To understand the relationship between
analogue and digital computing, and what this means for users today, the history
must consider how the technology is used. Technology for Modelling investigates
the technologies, the concepts, and the applications of analogue computing. The
text asserts that analogue computing must be thought of as not just a computing
technology, but also as a modelling technology, demonstrating how the history of
analogue computing can be understood in terms of the parallel themes of
calculation and modelling. The book also includes a number of detailed case
studies of the technology's use and application. Topics and features: discusses
the meaning of analogue computing and its significance in history, and describes
the main differences between analogue and digital computing; provides a
chronology of analogue computing, based upon the two major strands of
calculation and modeling; examines the wider relationship between computing
and modelling, and discusses how the theme of modelling fits within the history of
analogue computing; describes how the history of analogue computing evolved
through a number of stages of use; presents illustrative case studies on analogue
modelling in academic research, oil reservoir modelling, aeronautical design, and
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meteorology. General readers and researchers in the field of history of computing
– as well as history of science more generally – will find this book a fascinating
insight into the historical use and evolution of technology. The volume provides a
long-needed historical framework and context for these core computing
technologies. Dr. Charles Care is a senior software engineer at BT and an
Associate Fellow at the Department of Computer Science of the University of
Warwick, UK.
The Electricity Sector is currently experiencing many changes -impact of highend technologies, privatization of the power utilities, rising tariffs, power
shortages, etc. The sector is reinventing itself to overcome these challenges and
is anticipating growth with the institution of the electricity reforms and the entry of
private companies. Written by an highly acknowledged practitioner, Electric
Power Distribution, dwells on these and covers the subject in its entirety. With
this fifth edition, the book celebrates its 22nd anniversary - a testimony to the
vast readership as well as the changes being experienced in this sector.
Changes in this edition: Web-supplement including: Chapter summaries
Solutions and hints to problems and much more website:
tatamcgrawhill.com/digital_solutions/aspabla The following topics have been
further enhanced: Planning System Design Demand Side Management Captive
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Generation Power Quality Metering Tarrifs and Billing Electricity Market Low Rate
Agriculture Tariff Underground Cables Replacement of Ageing Equipment With
this coverage, this book would be useful to the engineers in the various electricity
boards and companies, as well as students of electrical engineering.
This text introduces engineering students to probability theory and stochastic
processes. Along with thorough mathematical development of the subject, the
book presents intuitive explanations of key points in order to give students the
insights they need to apply math to practical engineering problems. The first
seven chapters contain the core material that is essential to any introductory
course. In one-semester undergraduate courses, instructors can select material
from the remaining chapters to meet their individual goals. Graduate courses can
cover all chapters in one semester.
This book provides the needed industry practical knowledge related to generation
(function, types, steam cylce & critical plant components), transmission (function,
design, reliability)& distribution systems (radial, loops, network, reliability),
substation (equipment/buses, function & design), transformers (different types,
function & ratings), protection, distributed energy resources (solar impact & other
DERs), protection (various relays & instrument transformers), reliability,
distribution designs, storm response, climate change, blackouts, real & reactive
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power, load flow (power transfer, normal/emergency system operation) & utility of
the future . This book will discuss major electric components from the power
plants to the consumer's home.
Emphasizing a practical conception of system unbalances, basic circuits, and calculations, this
essential reference/text presents the foundations of symmetrical components with a review of
per unit (percent), phasors, and polarity--keeping the mathematics as simple as possible
throughout. According to IEEE Electrical Insulation Magazine, this book "...provides students
and practicing engineers with a fundamental understanding of the method of symmetrical
components and its applications in three-phase electrical systems. . .A useful feature of this
book. . .is the incorporation of numerous examples in the text and 30 pages of problems."
Electric Power Transmission and Distribution is a comprehensive text, designed for
undergraduate courses in power systems and transmission and distribution. A part of the
electrical engineering curriculum, this book is designed to meet the requirements of students
taking elementary courses in electric power transmission and distribution. Written in a simple,
easy-to-understand manner, this book introduces the reader to electrical, mechanical and
economic aspects of the design and construction of electric power transmission and
distribution systems.
Most textbooks that deal with the power analysis of electrical engineering power systems focus
on generation or distribution systems. Filling a gap in the literature, Modern Power System
Analysis, Second Edition introduces readers to electric power systems, with an emphasis on
key topics in modern power transmission engineering. Throughout, the boo
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This classic text offers you the key to understanding short circuits, open conductors and other
problems relating to electric power systems that are subject to unbalanced conditions. Using
the method of symmetrical components, acknowledged expert Paul M. Anderson provides
comprehensive guidance for both finding solutions for faulted power systems and maintaining
protective system applications. You'll learn to solve advanced problems, while gaining a
thorough background in elementary configurations. Features you'll put to immediate use:
Numerous examples and problems Clear, concise notation Analytical simplifications Matrix
methods applicable to digital computer technology Extensive appendices Diskette files can
now be found by entering in ISBN 978-0780311459 on booksupport.wiley.com.
Electric Power Transmission and Distribution is meant to serve as a textbook for students of
B.Tech and B.E. Electrical Engineering. This is, in fact, the first course book for the electrical
engineering student in which almost all concepts of transmission and distribution are covered
in a single book. This book is mainly divided into two sections. The first section deals with
power supply schemes, overhead transmission of electrical power, conductor materials,
electrical and mechanical design aspects of transmission lines, performance of transmission
lines, different phenomena that occur in the transmission system and overhead. It also covers
the transmission of electric power by underground cables. The second section deals with
electrical distribution system, where D.C. and A.C. distribution system concepts, different types
of D.C. distribution schemes and different solutions to solve the A.C. distribution problems are
covered. The book covers the syllabi of many universities in India for a course in power
transmission and distribution.
This accessible text, now in its Second Edition, continues to provide a comprehensive
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coverage of electric power generation, transmission and distribution, including the operation
and management of different systems in these areas. It gives an overview of the basic
principles of electrical engineering and load characteristics and provides exhaustive systemlevel description of several power plants, such as thermal, electric, nuclear and gas power
plants. The book fully explores the basic theory and also covers emerging concepts and
technologies. The conventional topics of transmission subsystem including HVDC transmission
are also discussed, along with an introduction to new technologies in power transmission and
control such as Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS). Numerous solved examples,
inter-spersed throughout, illustrate the concepts discussed. What is New to This Edition :
Provides two new chapters on Diesel Engine Power Plants and Power System Restructuring to
make the students aware of the changes taking place in the power system industry. Includes
more solved and unsolved problems in each chapter to enhance the problem solving skills of
the students. Primarily designed as a text for the undergraduate students of electrical
engineering, the book should also be of great value to power system engineers.
A quick scan of any bookstore, library, or online bookseller will produce a multitude of books
covering power systems. However, few, if any, are totally devoted to power distribution
engineering, and none of them are true textbooks. Filling this vacuum in the power system
engineering literature, the first edition of Electric Power Distribution System Engineering broke
new ground. Written in the classic, self-learning style of the first edition, this second edition
contains updated coverage, new examples, and numerous examples of MATLAB(r)
applications. Designed specifically for junior or senior-level electrical engineering courses, the
author draws on his more than thirty-one years of experience to provide a text that is as
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attractive to students as it is useful to professors and practicing engineers.
The latest edition includes new sections on grounded wye–delta short circuit feedback current
and simulation of loop flow. The text illustrates methods that ensure the most accurate results
in computational modeling for electric power distribution systems. It clearly explains the
principles and mathematics behind system models and discusses the "smart grid" concept and
its special benefits. Including numerous models of components and several practical
examples, the chapters demonstrate how engineers can apply and customize computer
programs to help them plan and operate systems. The book also covers approximation
methods to help users interpret computer program results, and includes references and
assignments that help users apply Mathcad and WindMil programs to put their new learning
into practice.
This book is for anyone who works with boilers: utilities managers, power plant managers,
control systems engineers, maintenance technicians or operators. The information deals
primarily with water tube boilers with Induced Draft (ID) and Forced Draft (FD) fan(s) or boilers
containing only FD fans. It can also apply to any fuel-fired steam generator. Other books on
boiler control have been published; however, they do not cover engineering details on control
systems and the setup of the various control functions. Boiler Control Systems Engineering
provides specific examples of boiler control including configuration and tuning, valve sizing,
and transmitter specifications. This expanded and updated second edition includes drum level
compensation equations, additional P&ID drawings and examples of permissive startup and
tripping logic for gas, oil, and coal fired boilers. It also covers different control schemes for
furnace draft control. NFPA 85 Code 2007 control system requirements are included, with
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illustrated examples of coal fired boilers, as well as information on the latest ISA-77 series of
standards.
A comprehensive review of the theory and practice for designing, operating, and optimizing
electric distribution systems, revised and updated Now in its second edition, Electric
Distribution Systems has been revised and updated and continues to provide a two-tiered
approach for designing, installing, and managing effective and efficient electric distribution
systems. With an emphasis on both the practical and theoretical approaches, the text is a
guide to the underlying theory and concepts and provides a resource for applying that
knowledge to problem solving. The authors—noted experts in the field—explain the analytical
tools and techniques essential for designing and operating electric distribution systems. In
addition, the authors reinforce the theories and practical information presented with real-world
examples as well as hundreds of clear illustrations and photos. This essential resource
contains the information needed to design electric distribution systems that meet the
requirements of specific loads, cities, and zones. The authors also show how to recognize and
quickly respond to problems that may occur during system operations, as well as revealing
how to improve the performance of electric distribution systems with effective system
automation and monitoring. This updated edition: • Contains new information about recent
developments in the field particularly in regard to renewable energy generation • Clarifies the
perspective of various aspects relating to protection schemes and accompanying equipment •
Includes illustrative descriptions of a variety of distributed energy sources and their integration
with distribution systems • Explains the intermittent nature of renewable energy sources,
various types of energy storage systems and the role they play to improve power quality,
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stability, and reliability Written for engineers in electric utilities, regulators, and consultants
working with electric distribution systems planning and projects, the second edition of Electric
Distribution Systems offers an updated text to both the theoretical underpinnings and practical
applications of electrical distribution systems.
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